
When running a spa or wellness center, most Spa Directors can agree that a smooth integration between their club software 

and spa software is one of the most important parts of providing a seamless guest experience.

The challenge:

Why integrate?

Jonas Club Software has been running thousands of large and 

small club operations for over 30 years in multiple countries 

around the world. The club software suite is a collection of over 

60 software solutions designed to meet the needs of any 

membership management organization. When integrated with 

Book4Time, you can look up club member accounts in Jonas 

directly from the Book4Time system. Instant feedback informs 

your staff if a charge was successfully posted to the member's 

account, or declined.

Your guests are relaxed, why are you stressed? Book4Time 

integrates seamlessly with Jonas Club Software and 

together we can help you efficiently manage your business 

to help you create the ultimate guest experience, stress-free.

Integrate Jonas Club
Software with Book4Time

 

Key features

Post charges to member accounts managed in Jonas Club Software.

Receive instant feedback on the success/failure of a posting.

Simplify balancing between the two systems by ensuring only successful posted charges are recorded.

Guests can become impatient when you have to go back and forth between your club software and spa software trying to 

confirm their membership and spa appointment.

Guests expect a consistent experience which includes the ability to charge spa services and activity fees to their 

member folio.



 

Clients have told us time after time that their finance departments spend too much time sorting through long transaction 

reports to find successful transactions. 

 

Allowing Book4Time to connect your Jonas Club software to our spa software helps to solve these issues with a two-way sync 

that allows the systems to relay information back and forth. When a guest checks out for their service, you can post the 

transaction to their member folio in Jonas, and Book4Time will only record successful charge postings.

The solution:

The result: 

A seamless experience for your guests as you can look up their membership Book4Time without having to switch to a 

second system.

Happy guests who don’t have to wait around to process payments after their appointments, they can simply charge the 

transactions to their room and pay the final bill when they check out.

Posted charges that only include transactions that went through successfully save the finance department time and 

effort trying to balance the two systems.

Learn More or Schedule a Demo today!

1 905 752 2590www.book4time.com Request a Demo

https://book4time.com/#call-to-action

